Resin retained bridges

A resin retained bridge is also known as a ‘sticky bridge’ because
the replacement tooth is supported by metal wings on either
one or both sides and these wings are stuck to teeth next to it
(adjacent), which keeps the bridge in place.
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In order to make a sticky bridge, a planning phase is necessary.
We may need to reshape the teeth which will support the wings
of the bridge but this reshaping is not extensive and sticky bridges
are generally considered a very conservative (less destructive) type
of treatment. We will then take moulds of your teeth and when
the bridge has been made in the laboratory, we will then give you
another appointment so the bridge can be stuck in place. Most of
the bridges provided here are cemented in ‘high’. This means that
you will only be biting on the bridge and not on your remaining
teeth. This will correct itself in three-six months and your bite will
then seem ‘normal’. We feel that this is preferable to trimming the
teeth opposite the bridge.
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As with all procedures there are certain risks involved with
provision of a sticky bridge. You may find that when your teeth
have been reshaped they are sensitive until the final bridge is
stuck in place. As this is only short term most patients do not find
this too much of a problem. When your bridge has been stuck to
the back of your adjacent teeth it will be possible to see metal
on the back of these teeth. We try to mask this metal as much as
possible but sometimes metal is visible. If you have very thin teeth
the metal framework can show through your teeth and produce
greying of your own teeth. We try and avoid this by using a special
cement but, however, this is sometimes unavoidable.
Once your bridge is in place, it is essential that you clean it on
a daily basis. If your cleaning is not optimal your gums may become
inflamed, bleed and may develop gum disease. Unfortunately poor
cleaning can also result in decay occurring around the bridge.
As explained previously the wings of the bridge are stuck to your
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adjacent teeth. If a wing becomes unstuck from these teeth, it is
still possible for the bridge to stay in place if the bridge is stuck to
another tooth. If the bridge remains in place but is unstuck on one
tooth, it is possible for decay to occur between the bridge and the
back of this tooth. It is therefore very important that you are aware
that this can occur and report any changes as soon as possible to
your dentist. Finally if the bridge becomes unstuck on all the teeth
to which it was previously fixed to, the bridge itself will fall out. In
the majority of cases it can be re-fixed as long as the bridge is bought
to your dentist as soon as this occurs. Failure to do so, particularly if
you have had orthodontics, can result in your teeth moving, which
will prevent the bridge from being re-bonded/re-cemented on.
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It is important that you clean your bridge daily and essential
that your routine dental care is continued with your own dentist,
during the time when you are awaiting allocation for treatment
here, and also following cementation/sticking on of your bridge.
We may also request that you return for a recall visit at the
hospital, so that we can review your sticky bridge.
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Most sticky bridges last about seven to eight years before they
become unstuck. Many of these can be stuck back in again when
they de-bond and it is important that you return to your dentist
as soon as possible.
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The alternatives to sticky bridgework include:
1 To do nothing and leave your space as it is at present.
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A removable denture that is taken out at night and reinserted/
put back into your mouth each morning.
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A conventional bridge. This involves drilling of your teeth
next to the gap where the missing tooth/teeth are and place
a bridge which fits over the stumps of these teeth.
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An implant may be possible, but this will depend on various
factors including; bone quality and quantity, the space
available for your implant, your bite, your medical history 		
including smoking and possibly finance. Not all implants can
be funded by the NHS.

If you have any further queries please do not hesitate to ask your
dentist or the Consultant in Restorative Dentistry Ms Sela Hussain,
here at Royal Alexandra Hospital.
Secretaries number is 01273 696955 Ext. 2452
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